Learn Why So Many Seamless Gutter Contractors are Asking for

**Hangtite™**
Patent #6,254,039

*Hidden Hanger With Super Strength!*

**Rain, Sleet, Snow, Ice, Wind — Hangtite™ Holds On!**

**No More Sagging Gutters!**

**No More Oily Fingerprints!**

**No More Customer Callbacks!**
**MORE Re-orders**
**No More Oily Mess!**

Extensive testing of the most popular brands has resulted in the development of a new hidden hanger. Raytec’s Engineers designed the **Hangtite™** to be self-bracing at the points of stress. The channel-formed design makes it the strongest hanger of its type.

**Proven in the Field!**
Read what satisfied customers nationwide are saying:

- “Very strong...”, MO
- “Looks like the strongest hanger in the business,” PA
- “Very pleased with fit and strength,” SC
- “We like them, they work great!” ND
- “Strongest hanger we’ve ever used,” MN
- “More substantial than most,” CO
- “More durable than the ones we used to use...” WI

Raytec Manufacturing
The Strongest Hidden Hanger in the Industry!

- Front holds gutter firmly and will not open under load
- The Hangtite™ is self-bracing at the points of greatest stress. Manufactured of heavy tempered aluminum, this is the strongest hanger in its category
- Keyholes allow easier strapping if desired
- Tighter fold fits comfortably behind most drip edge
- Rounded front rolls smoothly into place without marring gutter
- Channel-formed for strength!
- End clip snaps easily and snugly over back of gutter. Also available without clip

Raytec's Hidden Hangers Leave the Competition Sagging!

In the absence of standardized testing in the gutter industry, Raytec developed a pull test. Each hanger was evaluated for the amount of sag it displayed at various weights and finally the point to which it broke loose.
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The chart above shows results of the 5" Hangtite™ pull test. Hangtite™ is proven superior to all the others.

Our tests are only intended for comparing one hanger with another.

Raytec Manufacturing
544 Gristmill Road, Ephrata, Pa 17522